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ABSTRACT
In the universal blind quantum computation problem, a client wants
to make use of a single quantum server to evaluate C |0⟩ where C
is an arbitrary quantum circuit while keeping C secret. The client’s
goal is to use as few resources as possible. This problem, first raised
by Broadbent, Fitzsimons and Kashefi [FOCS 2009], has become
fundamental to the study of quantum cryptography, not only because of its own importance, but also because it provides a testbed
for new techniques that can be later applied to related problems
(for example, quantum computation verification). Known protocols
on this problem are mainly either information-theoretically (IT)
secure or based on trapdoor assumptions (public key encryptions).
In this paper we study how the availability of symmetric-key
primitives, modeled by a random oracle, changes the complexity
of universal blind quantum computation. We give a new universal
blind quantum computation protocol. Similar to previous works on
IT-secure protocols (for example, Broadbent-Fitzsimons-Kashefi),
our protocol can be divided into two phases. In the first phase
the client prepares some quantum gadgets with relatively simple
quantum gates and sends them to the server, and in the second
phase the client is entirely classical — it does not even need quantum
storage. Crucially, the protocol’s first phase is succinct, that is, its
complexity is independent of the circuit size. Given the security
parameter κ, its complexity is only a fixed polynomial of κ, and can
be used to evaluate any circuit (or several circuits) of size up to a
subexponential of κ. In contrast, known schemes either require the
client to perform quantum computations that scale with the size of
the circuit, or require trapdoor assumptions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Background
In the universal blind quantum computation problem, a client wants
to make use of a single quantum server to evaluate a quantum circuit
C secretly, where C can be arbitrary (up to a subexponential size).
The protocol should at least satisfy the following requirements:
(1) (Correctness) When the server is honest, the client holds
C |φ⟩ in the end of the protocol with probability negligibly
close to 1.
(2) (Security) For any adversarial server, which might be unbounded, polynomial, etc, depending on the setting, it cannot distinguish whether the current protocol is run on input
C, or run on input 0 |C | .
(3) (Efficiency) When the protocol is run honestly, the client and
the server should be in polynomial time.
For simplicity, we choose |φ⟩ = |0⟩ for the presentation below.
The protocol can be adopted for the general cases.
This problem is important for two reasons.
First, the problem itself is fundamental. The related problems
in the classical world, like delegation of computation, multiparty
computation or homomorphic encryption, are all well-studied and
fundamental problems with a very long history. The blind quantum
computation problem is important for the same reasons. In quantum
world there is one more reason to study this problem: It’s very
possible that the quantum computers will mainly be used as a cloud
service. If a client wants to use the power of a remote quantum
server and simultaneously wants to keep its data or circuits secret,
a blind quantum computation protocol is needed.
Second, blind quantum computation is a testbed for new techniques. Historically, techniques developed for blind quantum computation have subsequently been useful for many other problems,
including quantum computation verification, multiparty quantum
computation, certifiable randomness, zero knowledge proofs for
QMA and so on. For example, the UBQC protocol [3] for blind quantum computation became the foundation of the UVBQC protocol
for quantum computation verification [8]; the trapdoor claw-free
function techniques [14] led to a series of works for quantum computation verification [15], certifiable randomness [2], zero-knowledge
arguments [19] and so on.
In classical world, this problem was studied under the names of
two party computation and fully homomorphic encryption. We note
that these concepts are not the same, but they are closely related and
aiming at the same goal: to delegate the computation while keep it
(or the data) secure. There are two fundamental constructions in
classical world: one is the garbled circuit, or garbled table, raised by
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Yao [20]; another construction is the fully homomorphic encryption
[9], or FHE.

1.2

Previous Works and Motivating Questions

Previous protocols for universal blind quantum computation require
either the execution of many quantum gates — proportional to the
size of the circuit [3] — but not computational assumptions; or
the existence of trapdoor cryptographic primitives, such as the
quantum hardness of learning with errors (LWE [18]) [14]. (See
Table 1 for a summary of existing works.) There are also protocols
that use two separated quantum servers [3] and some protocols
that are not universal [4, 13, 17, 21]; in this paper we focus on the
universal protocols using a single quantum server.
• One representative of information-theoretically (IT) secure
protocols is the UBQC protocol [3]. This protocol is based on
the measurement-based quantum computation. It contains
an offline phase and an online phase. In the offline phase
the client sends many quantum gadgets to the server. These
quantum gadgets can be prepared using single-qubit gates,
but the total number of gadgets is linear in the size of the
circuit to be evaluated, which is prohibitive. This protocol
became the basis of many later works.
• Some early representatives of computationally-secure protocols include [7], which is based on LWE. Then in [14] a
classical fully homomorphic encryption for quantum circuits
was constructed. That protocol is based on the classical FHE
and a new technique based on a primitive called “trapdoor
claw-free functions”. Both primitives were constructed from
LWE.
One way to classify these assumptions is through the “Impagliazzo’s
Five Worlds”[10]. IT-secure protocols remain secure in all of these
worlds, since it does not rely on any computational assumption;
and the trapdoor assumptions, FHE, LWE and many “fancy” cryptographic schemes and protocols are secure only in Cryptomania
(a world in which trapdoor primitives exist).
Minicrypt, intuitively, is the world where symmetric cryptography (for example, pseudorandom generators) exists but public
key cryptography (trapdoor functions) is not possible. Our motivation is to understand what sorts of cryptography are possible
in the quantum analogue of Minicrypt. We work with an abstraction, the QROM, which assumes (1) all parties have oracle access
to a common function which is chosen uniformly at random; (2)
the adversary is unbounded, but can only makes polynomial number of quantum random oracle queries. This setting allows for
symmetric-type primitives (one-way functions, pseudorandom generators, collision-free hash functions), but excludes “public key
primitives”. By the “Random Oracle Methodology”, once we design
a protocol in this setting, we can replace the random oracle by an
appropriate hash function or symmetric key encryption scheme.
(We note that although this setting itself is formal, the instantiation
of protocols proved secure in this setting can be subtle: there do
exist some constructions that are not possible to be instantiated [5].
However, the usage of the random oracle as an ideal model of hash
functions or symmetric key encryption schemes is wide-spread,
and has greatly helped the design of cryptographic protocols in the
past three decades [12].)
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Besides the theoretical motivation, the protocols in this setting
have the following advantage: currently there are few choices for
post-quantum secure public key encryption schemes[11, 18]. If we
want to instantiate some more specific and stronger primitives, like
trapdoor claw-free functions or FHE, currently the only known
way is through the lattice-based cryptography (for example, LWE).
On the other hand, there are many choices for symmetric key
primitives, and the protocols can remain to be sound even if latticebased cryptography is broken.
The design of delegation-style quantum protocols in this setting
is not well-understood. As far as we know, except the works on ITsecure protocols, the only work is [21], which designed a quantum
delegation (blind quantum computation) protocol for a useful but
specific circuit family. Thus we ask the following question:
How does the availability of symmetric-key cryptographic primitives
(modeled by a random oracle) change the complexity of universal
blind quantum computation?
Another factor that we will consider is the “client side quantum
computation”. Existing works assume either the client side quantum
gates can be linear to the circuit size (during the whole protocol),
or the client is classical; little is known for the setting between
them, which is, to allow the client to run succinct quantum operations, which can depend on the security parameter, but should
be independent of the circuit size. Thus, we can ask the following
question:
How can we design a universal blind quantum computation protocol
in which the client side quantum operations are “succinct” (that is,
independent of the size of the circuit to be evaluated)?
Thus we want to design a protocol that is more efficient than the ITsecure protocol in terms of the client side quantum operations (here
we do not care about the classical computation and communication
as long as they are polynomial size), and does not use any public key
primitives. None of the existing techniques works for this setting
and we need to develop new techniques and a new protocol.

1.3

Our Results

In this paper we prove the following:
Theorem 1.1. There exists a universal blind quantum computation
protocol for circuits of size up to a fixed subexponential function of
the security parameter such that
• It contains an offline phase and an online phase. In the offline
phase the client prepares and sends some quantum gadgets
to the server, and in the online phase the client is completely
classical.
• The total number of quantum gates to prepare these quantum
gadgets is at most a fixed polynomial of the security parameter,
independent to the size of the circuit to be evaluated.
• The classical computation, communication and the server-side
quantum computation are bounded by a fixed polynomial of
the security parameter and the size of the circuit to be evaluated.
• The protocol is secure in the quantum random oracle model
against any unbounded malicious server whose number of
queries to the random oracle is bounded by a fixed subexponential function of the security parameter.
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Thus, based on our work, together with previous works [3, 14]
we can complete the following table (Table 1) about the different
tradeoffs between client side quantum resources and assumptions.
Thus we claim our result reveals a more complete cryptographic
picture for single-server quantum (blind) delegation problem.
Our result required the development of a set of new techniques
for protocol design and security proof. Section 1.4 provides a brief
technical overview. As discussed before, new techniques in blind
quantum computation often led to protocols for many related problems. We hope the techniques and protocols developed here will
also lead to advances on a range of related problems.

1.4

A Top-down Overview of Our Techniques

1.4.1 Two-Step Construction via Remote Gadget Preparation. How
can the client allow the server to evaluate O(|C |) gates using only
succinct quantum computation? In our protocol, the client will
first prepare poly(κ) gadgets (poly is a fixed polynomial), then use
classical interactions to allow the server to expand them to O(|C |)
gadgets “securely”. Here the gadget is defined to be the states in
the form of |y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩, where y0 , y1 are random different strings,
or keys. The client holds the keys, and the server should hold the
state.1
This step — the preparation and expansion of gadgets — is called
remote gadget preparation. Let’s give the correctness and security
definition informally below (see the full paper [22] for the formal
definition):
Definition 1.1 (Remote gadget preparation, informal). The correctness and security of remote gadget preparation are defined as
follows.
• (Correctness) When the output number is L, the protocol
(i)
should output key set {yb }i ∈[L],b ∈ {0,1} on the client side

L (|y ⟩ + |y ⟩) on the server side.
and gadgets ⊗i=1
0
1
And we say it’s an N → L protocol if the protocol starts
N (|x (i) ⟩ + |x (i) ⟩) and
from N gadgets (the server holds ⊗i=1
0
1
the client knows all the keys) and ends with L gadgets in the
honest setting.
• (Security) For any key pair (say, the i-th keys), a malicious
(i) (i)
server could not output both keys (which means y0 ||y1 )
with non-negligible probability from the protocol’s output
state, even if the following information is provided additionally (which makes the adversary more powerful):
– All the other keys that are not at index-i.
(i)
(i)
– The hash tags of y0 and y1 .
(i)

(i)

Which means, after the protocol completes, at least one key in
each key pair should be unpredictable, and this unpredictability is
not correlated to the unpredictability of the other key pairs.
Then we will construct our universal blind quantum computation
protocol that satisfies Theorem 1.1 (denoted SuccUBQC) as follows:
Outline 1. Design of the SuccUBQC protocol:
(1) Remote gadget preparation: (1) the client sends some initial
gadgets to the server, whose size and length are succinct; (2) the
client uses classical interactions to allow the server to expand
the number of gadgets securely to Θ(|C |).
1 This

form of states was also previously used in several papers like [2].
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(2) Blind quantum computation execution: using the gadgets output from the previous step, the client and the server evaluate
C using only classical interactions.
The construction of the secure remote gadget preparation protocol (the first step in Outline 1) is the most difficult step. The second
step is relatively easier but still non-trivial.
1.4.2 Remote Gadget Preparation via Weak Security. The first step
of Outline 1 are achieved as follows: we will define the weak security
of the remote gadget preparation. We will first construct a weaklysecure protocol, then amplify it to a fully secure one. First we need
to develop a framework for the design of different subprotocols.
This is (mainly) captured by the notion of weak security. Informally
speaking, in weak security the adversary is possible to output both
keys in some key pair with bounded (but not necessarily negligible)
probability. (For comparison, in the full security, the adversary is not
possible to output both keys — except with negligible probability).
Definition 1.2 (Weak security of a state, informal). We say a state
is (2η , C)-SC-secure for a key pair K if for any adversary with query
number at most 2η , with access to the hash tags of keys in K, the
norm of outputting both keys in K from this state is at most C.
Here “SC” means “simultanously compute”, which is the notion
that we define to characterize the weak security.
Then a protocol is weakly secure if the output has some reasonable weak security for each out key pair. (Similar to Definition 1.1,
the weak security of each output key pair should still hold when the
other key pairs are revealed to the adversary, which prevent some
potential correlation between weak security of different pairs.)
Then the overall flow of the construction of the secure remote
gadget preparation protocol (step 1 of Outline 1) is as follows 2 :
Flow of Construction 1. Protocol construction for the step 1 of
Outline 1:
(1) Construct a weakly-secure remote gadget preparation protocol
such that it can (asymptotically multiplicatively) generate
more gadgets than it consumes.
(2) Use some amplification techniques to amplify it to a secure
remote gadget preparation protocol.
Our work can be seen as the design of a series of subprotocols
with different tradeoffs for correctness, (weak) security, etc, and
these subprotocols, when combined together, can achieve what we
want.
Below we give a brief introduction to each step above.
Weakly Secure Protocol Step. The goal in this step is to create more
gadgets (possibly with weak security) from some input gadgets.
First, we consider the simplest case, generating two gadgets using
one input gadget, remotely:
|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩ → (|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩) ⊗ (|y0′ ⟩ + |y1′ ⟩)
Which stands for a protocol in the following style:
(0) Initially the server holds |x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩.
(1) The client provides some classical information to the server.
(2) The server uses these information to do the transformation
above.
2 This

is only a construction flow, we don’t mean there is a two-step protocol.
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Table 1: Different tradeoff between client side quantum operations and assumptions in quantum computation delegation
problem. “Succinct” means it’s at most a fixed polynomial of the security parameter; and “Linear” means it’s linear to the size
of the circuit to be evaluated.
Client side
quantum
computation
Classical
Succinct
Linear

IT-secure
May be impossible [1]
Unknown
[3]

And we want the outputs to have some (possibly weak) security in
the malicious setting.
First, when the input and output number are the same, a similar
form of quantum-to-quantum transformation can be enabled by
providing some additional classical information called reversible
look-up tables. As the preliminary, we give a simple example on
encoding one-to-one gadget transformation and two-to-two gadget
transformation:
Example 1.1. To transform |x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩ to |y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩ while preserving the security of keys (in the sense of being unable to computing
both keys in each key pair), the client can provide the following
ciphertexts to the server:
Forward table: Encx 0 (y0 ), Encx 1 (y1 )

component to the output component with the same index; however
we can also match them in some other way. This will be useful later.
But it’s not easy to achieve a one-to-two gadget transformation
directly here. We will introduce several ideas to achieve this transformation securely. First we rewrite this one-to-two mapping to
an equivalent form, a two-to-two mapping where one of the input
gadget is described classically3 (here we relabel the superscripts to
make them consistent with later sections):
(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(1)
(2)

decrypt backward table in superposition

Forward table: Encxb x ′ ′ (yb yb′ ′ ) for each b, b ′

(5)

Backward table: Encyb y ′ ′ (xb xb′ ′ ) for each b, b ′

(6)

And the server-side operation goes similarly:
(7)
(8)

b,b ′

decrypt backward table

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→(|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩) ⊗ (|y0′ ⟩ + |y1′ ⟩)

(3)

(3)

(1) The first gadget
is directly provided to the server
in the form of its classical description, and the server can
prepare the gadget on its own. Note that this step only uses
classical communication. Then the client can send some information to complete this transformation using the previous
two-to-two gadget transformation:
(2)

(2)

(9)
(10)

Here the input state contains four components in the standard basis,
and the output state also has four components. When we do the
back-and-forth encryption, we need to find a one-to-one correspondence between the input components and output components. And
we note there is some freedom here: in (5)(6) we match the input

(3)

(3)

|{x 0 , x 1 }⟩ ⊗ (|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩)
(2)

(|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩) ⊗ (|x 0′ ⟩ + |x 1′ ⟩)
decrypt forward table Õ
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
|xb ⟩ |xb′ ′ ⟩ |yb ⟩ |yb′ ′ ⟩

(3)

(11)
Which is an abbreviation of some protocol in the following style:

(3)

Example 1.2. To transform (|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩) ⊗ (|x 0′ ⟩ + |x 1′ ⟩) to (|y0 ⟩ +
|y1 ⟩) ⊗ (|y0′ ⟩ + |y1′ ⟩) while preserving the security of keys (in the
sense of being unable to computing both keys in each key pair), the
client can provide the following ciphertexts to the server:

b

(2)

classical

(4)

b

(2)

|{x 0 , x 1 }⟩ ⊗(|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩) → (|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩) ⊗ (|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩)
| {z }

(3)

decrypt forward table in superposition

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩

[7]

(2) (2)
{x 0 , x 1 }

And the server-side operation goes as follows:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |x 0 ⟩ |y0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩ |y1 ⟩

LWE
(Public key encryption
with functionalities)
[14]

(0) Initially the server holds |x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩.

Backward table: Ency0 (x 0 ), Ency1 (x 1 )
|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩

QROM
(Idealized symmetric
key primitives)
Unknown
This paper

(2)

→(|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩) ⊗ (|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩)

(3)

(13)

(2)
→(|y0 ⟩

(3)
|y1 ⟩)

(14)

+

(2)
|y1 ⟩)

(3)

(12)

⊗

(3)
(|y0 ⟩

+

Now the honest behavior is supported, but the security breaks
down: providing both keys to the server will allow the server to
get both keys in some output key pair.
We will use rescue the security by combining the following two
ideas and get the first weakly-secure gadget increasing protocol.
• A secret bit-wise permutation on the output keys;
• Usage of (a revised) Hadamard test and two different types
of encodings of the two-to-two mapping.
The combination of these two ideas will restrict the adversary’s
behavior powerfully and give the protocol weak security. This
achieves a fundamental and important step in this work.
The first key step is, instead of implementing this transformation
directly, we seek for a transformation to the following state as an
intermediate step:
(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

|{x 0 , x 1 }⟩ ⊗(|x 0 ⟩+|x 1 ⟩) → π ((|y0 ⟩+|y1 ⟩)⊗(|y0 ⟩+|y1 ⟩))
3 It’s possible to encode the mapping as 1 ↔ 2 mapping directly, but we choose
to encode it in this way for nicer honest setting behavior.
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where π is a random bit-wise permutation sampled by the client,
kept secret from the adversary. Suppose each output key has length
κout , then π permutes the bit positions of these 2κout bits.
The secrecy of π will be a key ingredient on implementing this
mapping securely. But the client still needs to reveal it to the server
to allow it to de-permute the gadgets in the end, which seems to be
a dilemma. Now we introduce the second idea: the realization of
the mapping above will make use of an extra helper gadget, and a
subprotocol called padded Hadamard test. This padded Hadamard
test is a padded variant of the Hadamard test in [2]. We observe
that, this revised Hadamard test has several powerful properties,
one of which informally say, if such a test is executed between
the client and the server, if the server wants to pass the test with
high probability, it loses the ability to predict the keys from the
post-test state — a property that we call unpredictability restriction.
With this property in mind, we can use this subprotocol as a switch
that controls when it’s safe to reveal the permutation. Now the
helper
helper
transformation goes as follows, where we use |x 0
⟩ + |x 1
⟩
to denote the helper gadget:
helper

(|x 0

⟩ + |x 1

helper

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

⟩) ⊗ |{x 0 , x 1 }⟩ ⊗ (|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩)

Identity-style mapping: for each b, c ∈ {0, 1},
e 0 := [

+

helper
|x 1
⟩)

(2)
⊗ π ((|y0 ⟩

+

(2)
|y1 ⟩)

⊗

(3)
(|y0 ⟩

+

(16)
(17)
(18)

(Client reveals π if test passes)
(2)

(3)

(19)

(3)

→(|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩) ⊗ (|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩)

(20)

Then in each time step something is secret in the adversary’s viewpoint. Before the test the bit-wise permutation is hidden, and after
the test, the adversary is not able to have good predictability on
helper helper
{x 0
, x1
} anymore. The security of the protocol relies on
this fact.
Now we go to the construction of (15)→(16). Expanding it a little
bit, it is
helper

(|x 0

⟩ + |x 1

helper

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

⟩) ⊗ |{x 0 , x 1 }⟩ ⊗(|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩)
| {z }

(21)

given classically
backward table encoding
forward table encoding

x (2) x (3) under π (y (2) y (3) )
π (y (2) y (3) ) under x (2) x (3)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
helper
(|x 0
⟩

+

helper
|x 1
⟩)

(2)
⊗ π ((|y0 ⟩

|

+

(2)
|y1 ⟩)

⊗
{z

(3)
(|y0 ⟩

(22)
+

under

(2) (3)
xb xc

]

CNOT-style mapping: b, c ∈ {0, 1}
e 1 := [

forward table encoding

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

x b x c under π (yb yb+c )

backward table encoding

(2) (3)
π (yb yb+c )

(2) (3)

under x b x c

]

Here we use e 0 and e 1 to denote the encryption results of these
mappings. We note both encodings support (15)→(16), but neither
can make it secure when used alone. The idea is to use both, and
associate them to different branches of the helper gadget. That is,
the client sends the following to the server for step (15)→(16):
Encx helper (e 0 )||Encx helper (e 1 )
0

(24)

1

And this can be analyzed as follows:
• The honest behavior is supported. The honest server can
first decrypt e 0 and e 1 coherently using the helper gadget
and (24):

(15)

(3)
|y1 ⟩))

helper
helper
(Hadamard test on |x 0
⟩ + |x 1
⟩)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
→π ((|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩) ⊗ (|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩))
(2)

(2) (3)
π (yb yc )

forward table encoding

helper

helper
→(|x 0
⟩

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

x b x c under π (yb yc )

backward table encoding

(3)
|y1 ⟩))

(23)

}

reversibly encoded part

Which follows Example 1.2 and adds the permutation π on the
output keys part. However, this is still not sufficient to guarantee
the weak security on both of the output keys. But there is still some
freedom on the design of mapping in (22), and we will make use of
it. Here the final ingredient is, when we encode the mapping above,
we design the underlying mapping for the reversibly encoded part
carefully. Note that the reversible encoding of two gadgets to two
gadgets have multiple ways of encoding. We consider two different
encodings for the reversibly encoded part: the CNOT-style mapping
and the identity-style mapping:

|x 0

⟩ + |x 1

helper

decrypt (24)

helper

⟩ −−−−−−−−−→ |x 0

⟩ |e 0 ⟩ + |x 1

helper

⟩ |e 1 ⟩ (25)

Then since both e 0 and e 1 support the two-to-two mapping
on the reversibly encoded part, server could still implement
the honest mapping coherently on keys with superscript
(2)(3).
Finally (25) is applied again to erase the |e⟩ register and the
helper gadget is recovered.
• For the security, we explore a powerful property of our
Hadamard test called coherency restriction, which put a restriction that the behavior of the adversary on two branches
of the helper gadget should not be too different. (Here “branch”
help
means either |xb ⟩ tensoring the other parts for each
b = 0, 1.) But on the other hand, these two branches restrict
the adversary’s behavior in different ways (and here the bitwise permutation also comes in to restrict the adversary’s
operation), which restricts a cheating server’s behavior powerfully.
Putting it in a more intuitive way, what the protocol achieved
can be explained as follows. Without the helper gadget, the
adversary can get either e 0 or e 1 in the clear. However, after we introduce the helper gadget and encrypt these two
reversible encodings in the form of (24), the server can only
use them in the form of the right hand side of (25). And
any meaningful attack of the adversary will collapse of the
two branches of (25) — which means the adversary will not
be able to recover the helper gadget and will not be able to
pass the Hadamard test. We will give a more formal proof in
Section 3.
In this way we can construct a weakly secure protocol, which is
a basic subroutine in our paper. Overall speaking, what we have
achieved could be understood as follows. With the cost of one
gadget (the helper gadget), the input gadget on the third wire in
(21) is “technically teared up” into two gadgets, with securities
weaker than the input. (The recovery of the security will be done
in the later amplification step.)
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But the simple weakly secure protocol above is still not gadgetincreasing. The reason is when we save one gadget, we also consume one. But this problem can be solved through a parallel-repetitionstyle step, and note the helper gadget (consumed in the padded
Hadamard test) can be shared in each table. Then we get an 1 +n →
2n protocol, which is provable to be both gadget-increasing and
weakly-secure.
Amplification Step. After we complete the first step in the Flow
of Construction 1, we move to the amplification part. We give it an
overview here and put the full description in the full version.
Roughly speaking, we call our technique repeat-and-combine.
The repeat part is a parallel repetition of the weakly secure protocol
on many different blocks, and the server is required to pass on all
the blocks. The overall protocol still asymptotically doubles the
number of gadgets. And this gives the upper-level protocol better
weak security than the underlying protocol.
The main challenge is to go from weak security to normal (exponential) security. The combine technique combines multiple gadgets
into one gadget to reduce the server’s ability to compute both keys
in a key pair. Let’s give a minimal example of our combine technique,
where only two key pairs are combined.
Suppose the server holds (|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩) ⊗ (|x 0′ ⟩ + |x 1′ ⟩), while the
client knows all the keys. Additionally suppose the server knows
the hash tags of all the keys. Then it can make a measurement on
the xor of the indexes:
(|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩) ⊗ (|x 0′ ⟩ + |x 1′ ⟩) →
(output = 0)(|x 0 ⟩ |x 0′ ⟩+|x 1 ⟩ |x 1′ ⟩)

(output = 1)(|x 0 ⟩ |x 1′ ⟩+|x 1 ⟩ |x 0′ ⟩)

then it reports the measurement result to the client, and the client
can compute and store the new output key pairs ({x 0x 0′ , x 1x 1′ } or
{x 0x 1′ , x 1x 0′ }). Intuitively, if the server can output both keys in the
output key pair, intuitively it means it not only know both x 0 and x 1 ,
but also know x 0′ and x 1′ . Thus we can hope the adversary’s ability
of computing both keys for the new key pair is proportional to the
multiplication of the corresponding security bounds for the two
input key pairs. And if we continue this combination sequentially
√
and combine κ key pairs one-by-one, we can hope this parameter
goes down to an exponentially small value.
However the story is not that simple. As far as we know, such
a simple combination does not always imply the multiplicativity of the bounds of the adversary’s ability of computing both
keys. To solve this problem, we add an additional layer — called
SecurityRefreshing layer — in the middle of each round of the combination process. This additional layer can be used to “strengthen
the security” in each round. It makes use of (and consumes) some
“freshly secure” gadgets, but the consumption is small and it can
refresh the security of a large number of key pairs simultaneously.
And we can prove, the new protocol, with the combine technique
and this additional layer, is exponentially secure (in the sense of
Definition 1.1).
This is still not the end of the story. The combination part decreases the number of gadgets multiplicatively by a factor of κ O (1)
and thus we need to do more to make it gadget-increasing again!
The solution is, before we do this repeat and combine, we need to
first self-compose the 1 + n → 2n protocol to boost the gadgetexpansion ratio (defined by output gadget number divided by input

√
gadget number) from 2 to Θ̃(κ). Then since we can only combine κ
gadgets in the combine process into one gadget the overall gadget
√
expansion ratio is still Θ̃( κ) > 2.
Finally we get a remote gadget preparation protocol that is
gadget-increasing (with gadget expansion ratio > 2) and secure
(not just weakly-secure). Intuitively we can simply run this protocol again and again to increase the number of gadgets until we
get enough gadgets. Again, we make use of the SecurityRefreshing
layer to bypass the obstacles in the security proof.
1.4.3 Security Proof Techniques. Formally proving the security,
especially for the combine technique part, turns out to be technically
challenging. One of the most important idea is a series of state
decomposition lemmas for the quantum random oracle model, which
might be of independent interest. These lemmas serve as a bridge
from weak security to normal security in our setting.
Let’s give a simple, informal example for that. See Section 2.1 for
more detailed definitions for notations. Assume the joint purified
state of all the parties is described by a normalized state |φ⟩ (which
means, we first use a cq-state to describe the state of all the parties,
where the server’s inner state is the quantum part; and then we
use the environment to purify all the randomness in the client side,
random oracle side, etc). And we want to study the server’s ability
to predict a single key stored in some client-side register, denoted
as x 0 . The condition is, assume for any server-side operation U
which makes at most 2κ queries to the random oracle, there is
|Px 0 U |φ⟩ | ≤ A

(26)

(Again, the server should know some hash tag of x 0 .)
Then we can prove, (technically nontrivially,) the state, together
with some server-side ancillas, can be decomposed into the linear
sum of two states |ϕ⟩ + |χ ⟩ where
• |ϕ⟩ is (2O (κ) , 2−O (κ) )-unpredictable for x 0 — which means,
for any server-side operation U which makes at most 2O (κ)
queries to the random oracle, there is |Px 0 U |ϕ⟩ | ≤ 2−O (κ) .
Compare to (26), the right hand side of (26) becomes exponentially small.
√
• The norm of | χ ⟩ can be bounded: | |χ ⟩ | ≤ ( 2 + 1)A.
• Both states can be written in a well-behaved form using |φ⟩.
Furthermore, this decomposition, in some cases, can be iterated.
This will be useful in the security proof of the combine technique.
1.4.4 From Remote Gadget Preparation to SuccUBQC. Now we
give an informal overview of how to reduce the universal blind
quantum computation problem to the remote gadget preparation
problem.
Recall that in BFK’s UBQC protocol [3], to delegate a circuit C, the
client needs to prepare the state |+θ i ⟩, θ i ∈r {nπ /4 : n = 0, · · · 7}
for each gate дi in C. Thus the total number of client side quantum
computation is linear in |C |. One natural idea is to delegate the
preparation of these states further; such a primitive for preparing
secret single qubit states is abstracted and formalized into a concept
called 8-basis qfactory [6]. However there is an important difference
of our setting from [6] here: we cannot delegate the preparation of
these single qubit state “from scratch”; instead, we make use of the
output of the remote gadget preparation protocol.

Succinct Blind Quantum Computation using a Random Oracle
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Here we only informally describe our protocol, which simplifies
it a lot. First, the client and the server run a remote gadget preparation protocol, with output number L := Θ(|C |). The honest server
L (|y (i) ⟩ + |y (i) ⟩). Then our qfactory protowill get the gadgets ⊗i=1
0
1
col (simplified due to the assumption that the gadgets are in the
(i)
(i)
honest form) works as follows, which transforms |y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩ into
a single qubit state (which can then be used in the BFK protocol).
One interesting trick is the usage of phase lookup table, which is
given in [21] and it’s convenient to use it for 8-basis qfactory.

(i)

(i)

|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩
(Phase lookup table)

˜i
(i)
(i)
⇒ |0⟩ |y0 ⟩ + e iθ |1⟩ |y1 ⟩
(θ˜i = θ 2i π /2 + θ 3i π /4, θ 2i , θ 3i

(27)
(28)
∈r {0, 1} )
(29)

(Hadamard [15]) ⇒ |+θ i ⟩ (θ i = θ 1i π + θ 2i π /2 + θ 3i π /4)

1.5

2

(30)

Discussions

This result naturally gives rise to the following questions:
(1) How can we use these techniques on other problems? (for example, quantum computation verification, or zero-knowledge
proof.)
(2) Is it possible to do universal blind quantum computation
using completely classical client and quantum random oracle model, and make it secure again any unbounded adversary which only makes polynomial number of queries? Is it
possible to do universal blind quantum computation using
succinct client side quantum computation without relying
on any assumptions? We conjecture the answer is no, but
we need a formal proof for it.
(3) Is it possible to directly base the protocol on standard model
assumptions (quantum-secure oneway functions, or hash
functions?)
(4) Is it possible to make it efficient enough for practical usage?
Although the complexities of the client and server are polynomial time, the polynomials are very big and not practical.
We hope further works can improve on the actual complexities.
One intuitive way to think about the future direction is through
Table 1. There are many unknown cells in this table, and the completion of this table will be interesting. And one interesting thing is:
similar (although not the same) tradeoffs also appear in many other
problems, not restricted to the delegation-style quantum protocols.
For example, in the classical world, for the “secure key agreement”
problem, symmetric key encryption scheme allows two parties to
expand succinct size of pre-shared keys; to achieve key agreement
without pre-shared keys, public key encryption is necessary. Thus
we wonder how fundamental it is in quantum (or not only quantum)
cryptography.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
2.1 Basics of Quantum Computation and Basic
Notations
We refer to [16] for a basic understanding of quantum computation.
In this paper we use | · | to denote the norm of a state. And we use
PS to denote the projection onto a subspace S.
The protocol in our work contains many parties including the
client, the server, the random oracle, and the environment. Some
parties are classical and some party is quantum. Thus the joint state
of all the parties can always be described as a cq-state. Then we
introduce the notion of “purified joint state”, which purifies this
state and provides a brief way to describe the joint state:
Definition 2.1 (Purified joint state). We say “purified joint state”
of many parties to mean a pure state defined as follows. Consider
the inner state of all the parties in the protocol we consider. (Including client, server, random oracle.) This can be described as
a cq-state where the server is the quantum party and the client
and the random oracle are classical. However, we can purify the
classical randomness in this cq-state with the environment and it
becomes a highly entangled pure state among client, server, random
oracle, and the environment. This allows us to use Dirac symbol to
describe the inner state of all the parties briefly.
Thus when we describe the joint state using this purified notation, when we discuss some keys known by the client, like K =
{x 0 , x 1 }, we are actually discussing client side registers that store
these keys — which are in quantum state after the purification. So
there is an abuse of notation: in the purified notation x 0 , x 1 means
the client side key register, while in the usual notation (like when
we discuss the honest behavior) they are just key values.
In this purified notion, some common operation like “the client
sends a message to the server” should be seen as a quantum operation on the state. We introduce a notation for it.
Notation 2.1. Suppose |φ⟩ is a purified joint state of a client, a
server, and some other parties. X is either a client side system or
a classical algorithm that takes some client side systems as inputs.
We use |φ⟩ ⊙ X to denote the following operation: The X register
(if X is an algorithm, we compute it and put the result in a register
of the same name) is copied to some server side unused register.
Finally, we clarify the projection operator notation on this purified joint state notion.
Notation 2.2. When we Px 0 on a purified joint state where x 0
denote a client’s key system, it means the projection of some system
onto the space that is equal to the content of x 0 register.
And if we run a protocol ProtocolN ame(K; Parameters) on input
purified joint state |φ⟩ against adversary Adv, the final state can be
written as |φ ′ ⟩ = ProtocolN ame Adv (K; Parameters) ◦ |φ⟩. And the
passing space can be written as Ppass |φ ′ ⟩.

2.2

Basics of Quantum Cryptography

We refer to the full version for some basic quantum cryptography. In
this work, we use the IND-CPA security for the security definition.
We also refer to the full version for an introduction to the quantum random oracle model. We use H to denote the random oracle
queries.
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Notation 2.3. The oracle query number of a quantum operation
U is denoted as |U|.

Notation 3.1. Define the well-behaved state WBS(D) to be the
set of joint purified states (denoted as |φ⟩) such that:

Notation 2.4. The hash tag of a key x is defined as H (tag||x),
where tag is an unsued special symbol in the alphabet.

|φ⟩ is (2α 1 , 2α 2 )-representable from |init⟩. α 1 , α 2 , log(1/| |φ⟩ |) ≤ D.

Finally we introduce the following notation to simplify the operation of picking a pair of keys from a key set:
(i)

Notation 2.5. For K := {xb }i ∈[L],b ∈ {0,1} , the following notation
(i)
extracts the key pair with a specific superscript: K (i) = {xb }b ∈ {0,1} .

3

PROTOCOL DESIGN FRAMEWORK

In this section we give the framework for constructing and studying
different subprotocols.

3.1

SC-security and Well-behaveness

Below we formalize the “SC-security”, which describes the adversary’s ability to compute both keys from some joint state of all the
parties. This will be the foundation of our security framework.
See Definition 2.1, Notation 2.1, 2.3, 2.4 for the notions and symbols appeared in the definition.

So D is a bound that controls the well-behaveness condition.
Intuitively, if a state can be prepared using reasonable number
of random oracle queries, it could not contain something like the
xor of all the random oracle contents.

3.2

Complete Definition of the Weak Security
of Remote Gadget Preparation

Since we have defined the SC-security and well-behaveness property, we are prepared to introduce the full definition of the weak
security. Again we refer to Section 2.1 for the notations inside it.
Definition 3.3. We say an N → L remote gadget preparation
protocol run on security parameter κ has weak security transform
′
parameter (2η , C) → p | (2η , C ′ ) for input state in WBS(D)
against adversaries5 of query number ≤ 2κ if a statement in the
following form holds for the protocol:
(i)

Definition 3.1 (SC-security). Suppose the purified joint state of
all the parties is |φ⟩. We say |φ⟩ is (2κ , A)-SC-secure for keys K =
{x 0 , x 1 } 4 given Z (which is either a client side system or a classical algorithm that takes some client side systems as inputs) if:
For any server side operation U with query number |U| ≤ 2κ ,
(note that U can introduce server-side ancilla qubits in the zero
state, which is inherent in the expression below,)
|Px 0 | |x 1 U(|φ⟩ ⊙ Z ⊙ T aд)| ≤ A
where:
• T aд denotes the set of hash tags of the keys in K.
• Px 0 | |x 1 projects onto the space where U’s outcome register
is equal to the concatenation of client side register x 0 and
x1.
Below we introduce the notion of the representability of a state,
which leads to the well-behaveness of a state. This helps us rules
out some “ill-behaved cases” like a state that contains the xor of all
the random oracle content.
Definition 3.2 (Representability of a state). Let’s use |init⟩ to
denote the purified version of the joint state of the initial state
(when no party does anything). We say a purified joint state |φ⟩ is
(2α 1 , 2α 2 )-representable from |init⟩ if
|φ⟩ =

2α 1
Õ

, (and correspondingly, output keys are
(i)
Kout = {yb }i ∈[L],b ∈ {0,1} ) at least one of the followings is
true:
• (Passing probability) |Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ | ≤ p
′
• (Output security) ∀i ∈ [L], Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ is (2η , C ′ )-SC(i)

(i)

secure for Kout given Kout − Kout .
We can see this definition captures how the security, in terms of
the SC-security (Definition 3.1), evolves during the protocol.
And it naturally generalizes to the multi-input-key setting:
Definition 3.4. Suppose the remote gadget preparation protocol
is denoted by

(31)

, and ∀i, Pi can contain unitaries, projections and RO queries, and
the query number |Pi | ≤ 2α 2 .
Let’s introduce the following notation for the set of “well-behaved
states”, which will be used frequently later. Similarly we use |init⟩
to denote the purified version of the initial joint state.

purified.

|φ ′ ⟩ = ProtocolN ame Adv (K; Parameters) ◦ |φ⟩

ProtocolN ame Adv (K 1 , K 2 ; Parameters)
Pi |init⟩

i=1

4 Here

Suppose the input keys are K = {xb }i ∈[N ],b ∈ {0,1} . Suppose
the initial state, described by the normalized purified joint
state |φ⟩, satisfies the following conditions:
• (Input security) ∀i ∈ [N ], |φ⟩ is (2η , C)-SC-secure for
K (i) given K − K (i)
• (Input well-behavenss) |φ⟩ ∈ WBS(D)
For any adversary Adv of query number |Adv| ≤ 2κ , the final
state when the protocol completes, denoted as

x 0, x 1 should be considered as client side systems that has already been

. We say the protocol has weak security transform parameter
′
((2η , C), (2η2 , C 2 )) → p | (2η , C ′ ) for input state in WBS(D)
against adversaries of query number ≤ 2κ if a statement similar to the one shown in Definition 3.3 holds, with the following
differences: the first condition is replaced by the following conditions:

5 Note that this is the adversary during the protocol. When we discuss the output
security, there is another adversary hidden in the SC-security definition. These two
adversaries can be different.
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Suppose K 1 has N 1 pairs of keys and K 2 has N 2 pairs of keys.
(i)
(i)
∀i ∈ [N 1 ], |φ⟩ is (2η , C)-SC-secure for K 1 given (K 1 −K 1 )∪K 2 ; and
∀i ∈ [N 2 ], |φ⟩ is (2η2 , C 2 )-SC-secure for K 2 given (K 2 − K 2 ) ∪ K 1 .
(i)

4

(i)

WEAKLY SECURE PROTOCOLS

In the introduction we already give an informal introduction to the
construction of weakly secure protocol. Here we formalize this part
and give a complete protocol. This will be the building block of all
the later subprotocols. We will not discuss the remaining steps and
the amplification part in details; we refer to the full version.

4.1

1 + 1 → 2 Protocol with Weak Security
(When the Input State is Honest)

In this subsection we formalize the protocol in the introduction,
and discuss its security.
There are two blocks of it that need to be formalized: the reversible encoding used in (15)→(16) and the Hadamard test in (17).
First, we formalize the reversible lookup table used in the protocol:
4.1.1 Reversible Encoding. As the preparation, we introduce a notation for the reversible lookup table:
Definition 4.1 (Notation for classical lookup tables).
LT(∀b : xb → yд(b) ;

ℓ , κ tag )
|{z} |{z}

padding tag
length length

is defined as the lookup table that maps xb to yд(b) , where {xb } and
{yb } are two sets of keys (here two symbols whose only difference
is the subscript have the same string length), which means, a table
where each row is Encxb (yд(b) ; ℓ , κ tag ).6
|{z} |{z}
padding tag
length length

And we also use this notation for multi-input multi-output
gates: for example, for a Toffoli gate where the input keys are
(1) (2) (3)
K = {xb , xb , xb }b ∈ {0,1} and the output keys are
(1)

(2)

(3)

Kout = {yb , yb , yb }b ∈ {0,1} , the notation for the lookup table is
LT(∀b1 , b2 , b3 ∈ {0, 1}3 :
(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

xb , xb , xb → yb , yb , yb b ⊕b ; ℓ , κ tag )
1
2
3
1
2
1 2
3 |{z}
|{z}
padding tag
length length

, and each row in this lookup table is
(1)

(2)

(3)

Encx (1) | |x (2) | |x (3) (yb ||yb ||yb b ⊕b ; ℓ, κt aд )
1
2
1 2
3
b
b
b
1

2

3

Definition 4.2 (Definition and notation for reversible lookup tables).
RevLT(∀b : xb ↔ yд(b) ; ℓ )
|{z}
padding
length

is defined as the reversible lookup table that maps xb to yд(b) and
vice versa, which is, the combination of the following two lookup
tables:
• Forward table: LT(∀b : xb → yд(b) ; ℓ), where the tag length
is the same as the length of keys yд(b) .
• Backward table: LT(∀b : yд(b) → xb ; ℓ), where the tag length
is the same as the length of keys xb .
As Definition 4.1, this notation can be applied in the multi-key case
and the keys in different wires are concatenated before feeding into
the Enc operation. The tag length is the same as the total output
length.
Definition 4.3 (Simplified notations for some reversible lookup
tables). For a reversible lookup table on input key set K and the
output key set K ′ , if the type of the gate is implicit, when there is no
ambiguity, we can use RevLT(K ↔ Kout ; ℓ) to denote the reversible
lookup table that maps the keys in K to the corresponding keys in
Kout , and back.
Then we can construct the lookup table we construct in the
introduction:
Definition 4.4. RobustRLT(K help , Kin ↔ Kout , π ; ℓ), where
(2)

(3)

• K help = {xb }b ∈ {0,1} , Kin = {xb , xb }b ∈ {0,1} ,Kout =
(2) (3)
{yb , yb }b ∈ {0,1} , and the keys with the same symbol and
help

(2)

(3)

superscript have the same length; yb and yb have the same
length.
• π is a bit-wise permutation on the strings of length 2κout ,
(2)
κout is the key length of yb .
• ℓ is the padding length.
is defined as follows.
(2,3)
First consider the two reversible encoding between Kin and
Kout : (Below is their encryption structure.)
(Identity-style) RevLTb1 =0 : RevLT(∀b2 , b3 ∈ {0, 1}2 :
(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

xb ||xb ↔ π (yb ||yb ); ℓ )
2
3
2
3
|{z}
padding
length

(CNOT-style) RevLTb1 =1 : RevLT(∀b2 , b3 ∈ {0, 1}2 :
(3)

(2)

(2)

(3)

xb ||xb ↔ π (yb ||yb +b ); ℓ )
2
3
2
2
3
|{z}
padding
length

Then the RobustRLT is defined as
6 Note

this Enc should support key verification procedure. One example construction is as follows. Consider Enck (p, ℓ, κout ) The client samples R 1 ← {0, 1}l ,
R 2 ← {0, 1}l , output

((R 1, H (R 1 | |k ) ⊕ p), (R 2, H (R 2 | |k )))
. The first part is the ciphertext and the second part is the key tag. The length of the
random oracle output in the first part is the same as the length of p and the length of
the random oracle output of the second part is κ t aд .

ℓ , ℓ )
|{z} |{z}

Encx help (RevLTb1 =0 ;
0

padding tag
length length

||Encx help (RevLTb1 =1 ;
1

ℓ , ℓ )
|{z} |{z}
padding tag
length length

(32)
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4.1.2 Hadamard Test. Then the (padded) Hadamard test is formalized as follows:
Definition 4.5 (Padded Hadamard test). The padded Hadamard
test
PadHadamard(K; ℓ , κ out )
|{z} |{z}
padding output
length length

on K = {x 0 , x 1 } is defined as follows:
(1) The client samples pad ←r {0, 1}l and sends R to the
server.
(2) The server returns d such that d · (x 0 ||H (pad ||x 0 )) =
d · (x 1 ||H (pad ||x 1 )) where H (pad ||xb ) has length κout ,
and d is not all zero on the last κout bits. The client
checks the server’s response.
The honest server can pass this test by making Hadamard
measurement on |x 0 ⟩ |H (pad ||x 0 )⟩ + |x 1 ⟩ |H (pad ||x 1 )⟩.
Let’s first show some intuition behind our technique. Consider an
adversary that can pass this test with high probability. And we
want to understand what this fact can tell us about the server’s
state. It seems to be a hard problem: different from the standard
basis measurement in [15], which directly tells us the state of the
server before the measurement, Hadamard basis measurement does
not give us anything like that. However, it tells us what the server
can not do after the test:
Lemma 4.1 (Unpredictability restriction, informal). For K = {x 0 , x 1 },
suppose (1)the initial state is sufficiently SC-secure for K; (2)the adversary can pass the padded Hadamard test with high probability,
then for any b ∈ {0, 1}, the adversary can only compute xb from the
post-test state with small probability. (Which means, the output state
has some level of ANY-security.)
The main idea of the proof is a trick on the time-order-switching
of two measurements.
Idea of the proof. Suppose the adversary can pass the padded
Hadamard test with high probability. Then it proceeds and try to
compute x 0 or x 1 . Since these two measurements commute (the
measurement of getting the output for the Hadamard test, and the
measurement that tries to compute xb ), imagine that this adversary
first measures and gets one of x 0 and x 1 and then sends out the
result for the padded Hadamard test, the probability of passing the
test should not change. On the other hand, if the adversary gets one
of x 0 or x 1 , by the SC-security of the initial state it cannot get the
other key, which implies it should be very hard to pass the padded
Hadamard test. (Note that the unpadded Hadamard test does not
guarantee this!)
□
We note the Hadamard test does not guarantee that the server
throws away the keys in K help completely: the server can cheat
with some probability. But we can see this subprotocol does provide
some level of security, which is sufficient for our purpose.
Another property that we will use is the coherency restriction:
starting from a initial state that has a two-branch form, the behavior of the corresponding two outcome branches should behave
coherently on any efficient adversarial attack:

Lemma 4.2 (Coherency restriction, informal). For K = {x 0 , x 1 },
suppose (1)the initial state is sufficiently SC-secure for K; (2) the
initial state has the form of |x 0 ⟩ |· · ·⟩ + |x 1 ⟩ |· · ·⟩; (3)the adversary
can pass the padded Hadamard test with high probability, then denote
|x 0 ⟩ |· · ·⟩ and |x 1 ⟩ |· · ·⟩ as two branches of the state, and denote |φ 0′ ⟩
and |φ 1′ ⟩ as the corresponding outcome state of these two branches.
Then for any adversarial operation on the post-test state that ends with
a projective measurement, for any measurement result, the probability
of getting this result on these two branches should not be too far away
from each other.
This gives the adversary a strong restriction since this lemma
intuitively tells us its behavior on these two branches should be
“coherent”. This lemma will be a key property on proving the security of our basic weakly-secure gadget-increasing protocol. Below
we give it a more formal description.
Lemma 4.3 (Coherency Restriction, informal). The following statement is true for sufficiently large security parameter κ:
Consider the normalized initial state
|φ⟩ = purified joint state of |x 0 ⟩ |· · ·⟩ + |x 1 ⟩ |· · ·⟩

(33)

such that
• (SC-security) The state is (2η , 2−η )-SC-secure for K.
• (Well-behaveness) It is sufficiently well-behaved in the sense
of Notation 3.1.
Then the following conclusion holds for any C > 2−κ/10 :
For any adversary Adv of query number |Adv| ≤ 2κ , for the postexecution state, which is
|φ ′ ⟩ = PadHadamardAdv (K;

ℓ , κ out ) ◦ |φ⟩
|{z} |{z}

padding output
length length

at least one of the following is true:
• (Small passing probability) |Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ | ≤ (1 − C 2 ).
• (Coherency of two branches) For any server-side operation D
with query number |D| ≤ 2η/4 , define the two components of
the post-test state:
b ∈ {0, 1}, |φb′ ⟩ := PadHadamardAdv (K; ℓ, κout ) ◦ |φb ⟩
(|φb ⟩ := the purified joint state of |xb ⟩ |· · ·⟩ in (33).) And define
p = |PS D(|φ ′ ⟩)|
p0 = |PS D(|φ 0′ ⟩)|
p1 = |PS D(|φ 1′ ⟩)|
where PS is a server-side projection onto some system S.
Then at least one of the following two is true:
(S is not a significant outcome) p ≤ 5C
(34)
p
(Coherency) min{p0 , p1 } ≥
(35)
6
We will give a fully quantitive formalism in the full version. Note
that this coherency restriction can also derive the unpredictability
restriction for this specific input form.
This coherency restriction property can be proved using a similar
idea as the unpredictability restriction. Let’s give an overview with
a similar quantification level as Lemma 4.3.
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Overview of the proof. Suppose the adversary can pass the
test with high probability: |Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ | > (1 − C 2 ).
Consider the following adversary and client: the adversary does
not measure d, but sends out the d register in quantum state directly.
The client holds d, then the server runs D; then the adversary
makes a projection on S; finally the client measures d. Since the
two measurements (d, and S) commute the norm of the passing
part should be the same.
We can show

help

|φ⟩ =(|x 0

Intuitively that’s because if the adversary gets xb , by the SC-security
of the initial state it cannot predict x 1−b . Then it could not query
H (pad ||x 1−b ) that appears in the test (here we rely on the padding
procedure since without the padding the adversary could potentially know this value initially). Then this can derive (after some
calculation) that the adversary can only pass with probability close
to 1/2 — which is (37).
Suppose p > 5C, and without loss of generality, suppose p0 < p/6.
Thus p1 < 7p/6. Then it further implies
|Ppass D(|φ ′ ⟩)|
q
= 1 − |P f ail D(|φ ′ ⟩)| 2
q
≤ 1 − (p 2 − |Ppass PS D(|φ ′ ⟩)| 2 )
s
1
1
7
< 1 − p 2 + ( √ · ( p + p) + 2−η/4+11 )2 < 1 − C 2
6
6
2

(38)

(40)
(41)

4.1.3 Protocol Design. Now we can formalize our first remote gadget preparation protocol described in the introduction. We name it
as GdgPrepBasic .
Protocol 1. GdgPrepBasic (K help , K (3) ; ℓ, κout ), where K help =
help
(3)
{xb }b ∈ {0,1} , K (3) = {xb }b ∈ {0,1} . ℓ is the padding length
and κout is the output key length:
help
help
For an honest server, the initial state is |φ⟩ = (|x 0 ⟩+|x 1 ⟩)⊗
(|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩).
(1) the client samples
• A permutation π of [2κout ]. We will view this as acting bit-wisely on {0, 1}2κout .
(2) (2)
• a pair of different (input) keys K (2) = {x 0 , x 1 } with
(3)

RobustRLT(K help , K (2,3) ↔ Kout , π ;

ℓ )
|{z}
padding
length

(3)

help
|x 1 ⟩)

(2)
⊗ π ((|y0 ⟩

+

(42)

(2)
|y1 ⟩)

⊗

(3)
(|y0 ⟩

+

(3)
|y1 ⟩))

(43)
(4) The client and the server run the padded Hadamard test
help
help
on K help . The server can use |x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩ to pass the
test, as described in Definition 4.5. Reject if the server
does not pass this test.
(5) The client sends out π .
(2)
(6) The server removes the permutation and gets (|y0 ⟩ +
(2)

(3)

(3)

|y1 ⟩) ⊗ (|y0 ⟩ + |y1 ⟩).
Correctness. This protocol transforms 2 gadgets to 2 gadgets.
Efficiency. Both the client and the honest server run in polynomial time (on the key size and the parameters).
The security statement for GdgPrepBasic is given below. To
focus on the most simplified cases, we will only care about the case
where the input state is fully honest. This also allows us to omit the
well-behaveness requirement in the full weak security formalism
(see Definition 3.3). We put the general case in the full version.
See Section 2.1 and Definition 3.4 for the notations.
Lemma 4.4. There exist constants A, B ≥ 1 such that the following
statement is true for sufficiently large security parameter κ:
help
(3)
For keys K help = {xb }b ∈ {0,1} , K (3) = {xb }b ∈ {0,1} which are
both a pair of keys, protocol
GdgPrepBasic (K help , K (3) ;

□

the same length as xb ;
• 2 pairs of different (output) keys
(2) (3)
Kout = {yb , yb }b ∈ {0,1} with key length κout .
(2) The client computes

+

(3)

⟩) ⊗ (|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩)

(39)

which is a contradiction.

(3)

help

⟩ + |x 1

help
→(|x 0 ⟩

|Ppass PS D ◦ PadHadamard ◦ |φb ⟩ |
(36)
1
−η/4+10
≤ √ |PS D ◦ PadHadamard ◦ |φb ⟩ | + 2
2
(37)

∀b ∈ {0, 1},

(3)

and sends it together with K (2) to the server.
(3) An honest server should implement the following mapping:

ℓ , κ out )
|{z} |{z}

padding output
length length

has weak security transform parameter
((2η , 2−η ), (2η , 4C)) → (1 − C 2 ) | (2η/B , AC)
for states defined below against adversaries of query number ≤ 2κ
when the following input state form and inequalities are satisfied.
help

|φ⟩ = purified joint state of (|x 0

help

⟩+|x 1

(3)

(3)

⟩)⊗(|x 0 ⟩+|x 1 ⟩) (44)

The inequalities are as follows:
(1) (Sufficient security on the inputs) η ≥ κ · B.
(2) (Sufficient padding length, output key length) ℓ ≥ 4η, κout >
ℓ + 4η
√
(3) For simplicity, additionally assume 19 > C > 2− κ

4.2

Intuition of the Proof of Lemma 4.4, the
Easier Part

Let’s first give some intuition of why this lemma is true. Similarly,
see Section 2.1 for the notations.
Note that there are two output keys in Lemma 4.4, corresponding
to superscript “(2)” and “(3)” in the protocol. Here we first consider
Lemma 4.4 for the “(3)” output key pair, which is easier.
Below we use |φ⟩ to denote the purified joint state of |φ⟩ =
help
help
(3)
(3)
(|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩) ⊗ (|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩). We can denote the output state
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as
|φ ′ ⟩ = GdgPrepBasic (K help , K (3) ; ℓ, κ out ) ◦ |φ⟩
(1) First we assume the first case does not hold (thus |Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ | >
(1 − C 2 )) thus we need to prove
Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ is (2O (η) , O(C))-SC-secure for Kout given Kout .
(2) Denote |φ⟩ = |φ 0 ⟩ + |φ 1 ⟩ where |φb ⟩ is the purified joint
help
(3)
(3)
state of |φ⟩ = |xb ⟩ ⊗ (|x 0 ⟩ + |x 1 ⟩). We define
(3)

|φb′ ⟩ := GdgPrepBasic (K help , K (3) ; ℓ, κ out ) ◦ |φb ⟩

(2)

(45)

=
separately and calculate the SC-security by the triangle inequality.
Recall that |φ 0 ⟩ corresponds to the identity-style branch and
|φ 1 ⟩ corresponds to the CNOT-style branch.
(3) First, by analyzing the encryption structure of the RobustRLT
(3) (3)
we can prove the adversary can’t compute y0 ||y1 on the
|φ 0 ⟩ branch with big norm. The reason is intuitively as follows:
Write |φ 0 ⟩ = |φ 00 ⟩ + |φ 01 ⟩, where |φ 00 ⟩ is the purified joint
help
(3)
state of |x 0 ⟩ |x 0 ⟩ and |φ 01 ⟩ is defined correspondingly.
On the |φ 00 ⟩ branch of the initial state the adversary can’t
(3)
compute y1 with big norm, while on the |φ 01 ⟩ part of the
thus |φ ′ ⟩

|φ 0′ ⟩+|φ 1′ ⟩. Thus we can study these two branches

(3)

initial state the adversary can’t compute y0 with big norm.
To see it clearly, without loss of generality, assume the initial
help
(3)
state is (the purified joint state of) |x 0 ⟩ |x 0 ⟩:
Then in the next step of the protocol the adversary gets the
RobustRLT and K (2) . In this setting, the adversary can only
decrypt the following rows:
(Given x 0

help

(Given x 0

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

) : x 0 , x 0 ↔ π (y0 ||y0 )

(46)

) : x 1 , x 0 ↔ π (y1 ||y0 )
(47)
which means, the adversary can only decrypt two rows in
the forward table and two rows in the backward table. Each
of the ↔ symbol represents two rows: → for the forward
table and ← for the backward table.
What’s more, even if π is revealed to the adversary, and when
(2)
Kout is given additionally, the what the adversary knows is
still limited to:
help

test comes in: by the coherency restriction (Lemma 4.3) we
know if on the |φ 0 ⟩ part the adversary is hard to compute
(3) (3)
y0 ||y1 , it’s hard to compute it with |φ 1 ⟩ with big norm
either, otherwise we can choose the distinguisher in Lemma
(3) (3)
4.3 to be the operator that compute y0 ||y1 and get a contradiction. (Recall that we assumed |Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ |.)
Then how about the case for the other output key pair? The proof
for the “(2)” case is more challenging. We need to make use of the
permutation in the lookup table: we can prove that, the security of
the “(3) ” case, in some sense, is “mixed” with the (2) case. Which
means, if the adversary can compute the keys on output wire “(2)”,
the property of this permuted lookup table will imply the adversary
can also compute some part of the keys at “(3)” under some situation.
Then we can use a similar argument as the “(3)” case above. We
will give a more detailed proof outline in the next subsection.

4.3

Intuition of the Proof of Lemma 4.4, the
Harder Part

Below we give some intuitions on the (2) case of Lemma 4.4. See
the full paper for the full proof. See Section 2.1 for some notations.
(1) Similar to the (3) case, we assume the first case does not
hold (thus |Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ | > (1 − C 2 )) thus we need to prove
Ppass |φ ′ ⟩ is (2O (η) , O(C))-SC-secure for Kout given Kout .
(2) Let’s first introduce some symbols. If an adversary wants
to break this SC-security statement, the adversary needs to
(2) (2)
compute y0 ||y1 . Suppose the adversary’s operation is U,
and denote:
(2)

(3)

p := |Py (2) | |y (2) U(|φ ′ ⟩ together with Kout )|
0
1

length ℓ

(3)

does not allow the prediction of y1 , even if the adversary

erties of the |φ 0′ ⟩ branch? Here the property of the Hadamard

any length

is independently random from H and the same as H otherwise. Since this is under purified joint states the blinded
oracles are also entangled with the key register.
We can prove, the output of using this blinded oracle (use
U blind to denote the operation that replace H in U by the
blinded one) does not differ too much from the output of
using U:

And no matter how the adversary composes them, it cannot
decrypt other rows than (46)(47).
′ ⟩ (the final state on the |φ ⟩ branch)
Thus we can see |φ 00
00

(4)

(48)

We want to get an upper bound for p.
(3) The first step7 is to make use of the unpredictability restriction property of our Hadamard test for K help . To formalize
these intuitions we will consider the blinded adversary where
the adversary’s queries in U are replaced by queries to a
blinded oracle where H (· · · ||K help || · · · ) part are blinded.
Which means, consider an oracle that on inputs in the form
of
help
· · · ||x
|| · · ·
|{z} b
|{z}

help (2) (2) (3) (2) (2) (3)
x 0 , x 0 , x 1 , x 0 , y0 , y1 , y0

(2)
′ ⟩ is (2Θ(η) , O(C))-SCis additionally given Kout . Thus |φ 00
(3)
(2)
secure for Kout given Kout . Similarly the final state corre(3)
sponding to the |φ 01 ⟩ branch is unpredictable for y1 given
(2)
(3)
Kout and thus is (2Θ(η) , O(C))-SC-secure for Kout given
(2)
(3)
Kout . Thus the |φ 0′ ⟩ is (2Θ(η) , O(C))-SC-secure for Kout given
(2)
Kout .
How can we argue about the whole state |φ ′ ⟩ from the prop-

(3)

|Py (2) | |y (2) U blind (|φ ′ ⟩ together with Kout )| ≥ O(p) − O(C) (49)
(3)

0

1

Note that this step is not needed in the (3) case but is crucial
in the (2) case.

7 We skip one step compared to the full version. Here we need an additional step
to deal with the hash tags of the keys, which is hidden in (48). Here we simply make
this step implicit.
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(4) Then, similar to the proof of the (3) case, by applying Lemma
4.38 we know, the adversary should be able to compute
(2) (2)
y0 ||y1 on the |φ 1 ⟩ part of the initial state with a not-toosmall norm:
|Py (2) | |y (2) U bl ind (|φ 1′ ⟩ together with Kout )| ≥ O(p) − O(C) (50)
(3)

0

1

|φ 1′ ⟩ is defined as (45), the same as the (3) case.
A note on the proof structure. We will see, in our proof, we
keep deriving lower bounds in the form of O(p) − O(C) for
different expressions. Once we reach an expression that can
also be upper-bounded by O(C), we get O(C) ≥ O(p) − O(C)
thus p ≤ AC for some constant A. We note that the whole
structure might be counter-intuitive, since we are not trying
to prove the adversary cannot do something in some settings;
instead, we are proving the adversary can do something
in different settings, assuming (48). (Thus (49)(50) are all
“≥” inequalities.) Finally we reach something that can be
bounded in the other direction and complete the proof.
(5) Where can we go from (50)? The next idea is to consider
what will happen if the client replaces the π in the fifth
step of the protocol by a random permutation. We would
like to prove, if (50) holds, which means the adversary can
(2)
compute the description of Kout when the real permutation
is provided in the fifth step, the same operation will also
compute a set of fake keys when the permutation in the fifth
step is a random fake permutation.
Note that in (50) we only consider the |φ 1 ⟩ branch of the
input, and similar to the (3) case, |φ 1 ⟩ = |φ 10 ⟩ + |φ 11 ⟩. (Recall
that |φ 0 ⟩ corresponds to the identity-style branch and |φ 1 ⟩
corresponds to the CNOT-style branch.)
Informally and without loss of generality let’s consider the
case where the input is |φ 10 ⟩. The adversary already knows
or can decrypt the followings directly from the lookup table:
(Given x 1

help

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

) : x 0 , x 0 ↔ π (y0 ||y0 )

(51)

(Given x 1 ) : x 1 , x 0 ↔ π (y1 ||y1 )
(52)
(51) is what the adversary can get before it gets π . Since π
is hidden before the 5th step in Protocol 1, the server can’t
(w )
extract yb , w ∈ {2, 3} from the right of (51), and the right
of (51) looks (almost) the same as two independently random
strings.
In the 5th step of the protocol the client provides π . Then
(2) (2)
since the goal of the adversary is to output y0 ||y1 , it has
help

(2)

(2)

to extract y0 from (51) and extract y1 from (52):
(Given x 1

help

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

π

(2)

) : x 0 , x 0 ↔ π (y0 ||y0 ) −→ y0

help
(Given x 1 )

(2) (3)
x1 , x0

observation is, from (53)(54), the server can’t distinguish this
fake permutation π ′ from the real π using only the decrypted
plaintext in (51). In the server’s viewpoint,
(2) (3)
(2) (3)
π (y0 ||y0 ), π (y1 ||y1 ) are (almost) just two strings whose
bits are all independently random. Thus if some adversary
can do the extraction shown in (53)(54), if the client chooses
to provide a different π ′ , it should also be able to compute
f ake−0−(2) f ake−0−(3)
the fake keys Kout
, Kout
, defined as the key
(2)

f ake−0−(w )

:
↔
(54)
Imagine that in the 5th step, instead of providing the real
permutation π , the client provides a different π ′ . The key
8 Lemma 4.3 does not consider the existence of further communication after the
test, but here the permutation π is sent out after the test. But we can still apply the
Lemma 4.3. The trick is to temporarily consider the client side register that stores π
as a server-side register when we apply the lemma. And we note that even if π is on
the server side, the conditions of applying Lemma 4.3 still holds since the SC-security
of the helper gadget does not rely on the secrecy of π .

f ake−0−(w )

∀w ∈ {2, 3}, Kout

= {yb

f ake−0−(2)

∀b ∈ {0, 1}, π ′ (yb

}b ∈ {0,1} satisfy :

f ake−0−(3)

(2)

(3)

) = π (yb ||yb )
Writing it in the form of (53)(54), in the server’s viewpoint,
it gets the following:
(Given x 1

help

(2)

||yb

(3)

(2)

(3)

π′

) : x 0 , x 0 ↔ perm(y0 ||y0 ) −−→

f ake−0−(2)

y0

(Given x 1

(2)

(3)

:= first half of π ′ −1 (π (y0 ||y0 ))

help

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

π′

) : x 1 , x 0 ↔ π (y1 ||y1 ) −−→

f ake−0−(2)

(2)

(3)

:= first half of π ′ −1 (π (y1 ||y1 ))
Formally speaking, it implies
y1

blind, f ake,0

q1
|P

f ak e −0−(2)

y0

:=

f ak e −0−(2)

| |y1

(55)

U blind (

f ake−0−(3)

|ϕ 1′ ⟩ together with Kout

)|

≥ O(p) − O(C)
where |ϕ 1′ ⟩ is the output state when the initial state is |φ 1 ⟩
and the permutation provided is π ′ .
Note. There is one more detail missing above: in the argument above we implicitly assume the adversary can only
decrypt at most two rows in the forward table and two rows
in the backward table ((53)(54)). But why is this still true
when the π is provided to the server? The reason is, we have
already “blinded” the server’s operation U! In other words,
before the adversary knows π , this property is guaranteed
by the fact that the adversary does not know π ; after the π
is provided, the adversary has already been blinded, and this
property still holds.
(6) On the other hand, we can prove, these fake-keys cannot be
simultaneously computed in the |φ 0 ⟩ branch of the input:
blind, f ake,0

q0

(53)

(2) (3) π
(2)
π (y1 ||y1 ) −→ y1

(3)

pairs that have the same length with Kout , Kout , and satisfy
the following equation:

|P

f ak e −0−(2)

y0

:=

f ak e −0−(2)

| |y1

(56)

U blind (

f ake−0−(3)

|ϕ 0′ ⟩ together with Kout

)|

≤ O(C)
where |ϕ 0′ ⟩ is the output state when the initial state is |φ 0 ⟩
and the permutation provided is π ′ .
Then (55)(56) provide a potential violation of the coherency
restriction. Applying Lemma 4.3 again gives p ≤ O(C) and
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completes the proof. (Again, there is additional communication after the test. We refer to the footnote in the third step
of this outline for why we can do it.)
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